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June 1861  
December 1873

Connected by ditches to the main
work of Fort Burgoyne

Redoubt. Outwork.
Dry
9
None

Land Trust from 2014
Under conservation

Fort Burgoyne is unique in the use of two connected outworks, or wing batteries,  to defend areas of ground not capable
of being covered by the main guns within the fort.  The Eastern Wing Battery is trapezoidal in plan and divided into three
sections by two traverses.
The Western Wing Battery, approximately rectangular in plan has a long slope from its north face (that closest to the fort)
down into its main ditch.  The Eastern Wing Battery was intended for five guns and had magazine accommodation for
286 barrels. The capacity of the Western Wing Battery’s magazine was only 254 barrels, so apparently its armament was
intended to be less.
Captain C. E. Harvey R.E. had been Acting Commanding Royal Engineer at Dover and on October 5th, 1868 he was
‘examined’ by ‘The 1869 Committee’.
Of the Eastern Wing Battery, Harvey stated “The details of this have been recently decided on.The counterscarp will be

cut away so that the ditch will be seen into from the Castle rampart.There is to be no caponnière.” 
The Western Wing Battery did have a caponier to protect the section of its ditch farthest from the fort, but it was
presumably considered that the proximity of the Castle (only 300m away) was sufficient protection to render a caponier
unnecessary at the Eastern Wing Battery with a consequent saving in cost. It seems to have taken a while to decide this,
for a passage exists on the Eastern Wing Battery, descending from the terreplein to what would be the approximate level
of the ditch, suggesting that a caponier was at first envisaged. At the Western Wing Battery, all that remained to be
decided was : There will be a bridge across the ditch that runs down from the main works to the Western Wing Battery.
The kind of bridge is not yet decided.
The Land Trust commenced work on clearing the Eastern Outwork in March 2019. For many years it was the garden to
the adjacent house occupied by the commanding officer of Connaugh Barracks. The Western Outwork remains derelict
and heavily overgrown.

Armament

History and Description
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Intended 
9 guns
1876
Movable Armament 
(intended for the Western Outwork)
Mounted: Nil
Proposed: 1 x 5-inch B.L.

4 x 8-in R.M.L. howitzers
1 machine gun.

1892
West Outwork: 2 machine guns. 
East Outwork: 1 machine gun 
1900
Eastern Wing Battery

2 Machine guns
Western Wing Battery
Mounted 4 x 8-inch 70cwt R.M.L. How.
Reductions 4 x 8-inch 70cwt R.M.L.How.
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E Expense Magazine
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M Magazine
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